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THE FRAMEWORK
Leaders of Tomorrow is a 2 days program designed to fi ne-tune the
skills that leaders need to succeed in the reality of today's complex
business world. This program will: Guide you how to lead effectively.
Help you increase work productivity. Assist you in achieving sustainable
business results.
PART 1: INFLUEN CE v s . IN ST RUC T

PA RT 2: HE ART vs . HE AD

We need the best of both world to

Decision making can be challenging

make things work. A balance of
ability to influence and instruct is

for leaders. Whether leading from the
heart or head, a great leader weighs

needed as a great leader

every option available before making
the right call

PART 3: STRATEGIC v s . TA CT IC AL

PA RT 4: LO NG TERM v s. SH ORT TE RM

In chess, you see a tactical player
shine in a 5min game. But a strategic

Planning is an integral part of a leader’s
ability to steer organisation to the

player will shine in a 15min game.
Best players in the world is equipped

right direction. Learning this simple
technique gives a leader clearer vision

with both strategic & tactical skills

while maintaining the ongoing mission

PART 5: BUSINESS v s . WORKE R MINDSE T

PA RT 6: DE VELOP ME NT COACHING

The mind is very powerful. Confidence
can change in a heartbeat when the

The GROW model is a proven model that
leads to a clear end result in four stages.

mind is set on the right path. Learning
how to see things from a different

It's a hands-on way of evolving: from
reflection to insight into one's reality, to

frame of mind makes a leader complete

defining a goal & maximising motivation
to make a change

The framework is designed
in reference to the concept of
“Leader vs. Manager”
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Become a Leader! Empower your Employees!
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PROGRAM
FOUNDER
JAMES LEOW BSc

Certified NLP Practitioner (NFNLP) USA
Certified Neuro-Semantics Practitioner USA
Certified Behavioural Consultant (CBC) DISC
Founder of themap.cc

James Leow is the Principal Trainer at
Proactive-Consultancy & serving as
Vice President at Priority Sky Sdn Bhd.
He is described by his business associates
a highly driven and creative person.
He is actively involved in triathlon & has
completed multiple races internationally.
His passion for IRONMAN triathlon has
driven him to practise the Marginal Gain
principle at work & life.
With background from Telecommunication,
Technology & Business over the decade,
James utilised his experience to inspire
thousands through his workshops.

PROGRAM TESTIMONIALS
Very engaging session. The
games were really different from
the usual formats we get in
workshops hence interesting.
Well done!

Thanks for this training. Best part
of this training are the real life
examples shared for each topics
covered. A very enjoyable
training

It was very interesting topic. I like
the materials that being used
during training and it does relate
to day to day situation that leader
face currently. I personally like the
strategic and tactical topic. Will
start using this method ASAP.

Awesome training, thanks for all
the guidance. I love the tips on
ho to handle stress. Definitely
useful for me. 1,2,3 You Rock!

Awesome!!! The training is
interesting and I definitely will use
the technique you have taught
not only in workplace but daily
life too :)

Keep it up James…the session
was awesome. I particularly like
the way you explained about
strategic & tactical…will definitely
applying it into my role/life

Are you Ready to
experience a
power-packed
program?
Official Reseller:
Priority Sky Sdn Bhd
+60 16-331 9236
allan.Gan@prioritysky.com

